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SUPPLEMENTAL / BID BULLETIN
Addendum No. 2019-001-01
Subject: “Supply and Delivery of One (1) Lot Desktop Computers and Laptops”; (Reference: PR No. 201809-1905; ABC Php18,400,000.00)
This Bid Bulletin is being issued to all prospective bidders to clarify, amend and/or modify certain provisions in the
Terms of Reference (TOR) and to answer the written clarificatory questions submitted by prospective bidders, to
wit:
A. Query from ADVANCE SOLUTIONS INC
QUESTION/s

PAGASA-BAC ANSWERS

DESKTOP
May we request if you can relax your required graphics Yes. Graphics card memory can be from 6GB to 4GB.
card memory from 6GB to 4GB?
If you can omit the brand and model, you indicated No. PAGASA Radar Software runs only on NVIDIA
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050ti. For as long we can graphics.
supply you a video card that can comply with your
graphics memory and type.
We also would like if you have an existing anti-virus. If Existing anti-Virus – eScan,
yes, may we know what is it?
But anti-virus for this project, please refer to the TOR,
pre-installed.
LAPTOP
May we request if you can relax our required graphics No. The TOR say that the graphics memory should be
memory to at least 2GB Gddr5 and Omit the brand and 4G GDDR5.
model indicated? This is the reason that laptop only
have limited option for graphics card and your weight
requirements.
May we request if we can omit the model indicated on No. Changing the model may lead to connection issues.
your wireless card which is 3165A.
Lastly, may we request if you can adjust your maximum No. The Terms of Reference (TOR) says that the
weight requirement to 2.5kgs. For us to be able to maximum weight is 1.7kgs.
supply a laptop that can comply with your graphic card
requirement.
B.

Queries from TEKZONE COMPUTER SALES AND SERVICES INC.
QUESTION/s

PAGASA-BAC ANSWERS

Graphics - Requesting to change the Memory of Nvidia Yes. Graphics card memory can be from 6GB to 4GB.
Geforce GTX 1050 Ti 6GB Memory to 4G Memory.
Based on NVidia Website the GTX1050TI is compiled
only for 4GB. Here is site for your Reference, see
below.

Ports VGA – Requesting to change the VGA to DVI No, we need sharper display in all our applications.
Port, Display Port and HDMI, all ports are supported
with the Graphics - GeForce GTX 1050 Ti.
Mouse/Keyboard – Requesting to change the Wireless Yes.
to Wired Keyboard and Mouse as standard supply for
Desktop Computer.
Tekzone Computer Sales and Services Inc. offer 3 Amenable to your offer.
years’ warranty parts, labor and onsite service for all the
units Desktop and Laptop and we can issue a Service
Level Agreement.
As BAC requested upon Pre-bid we can comply for the Amenable to your offer.
replace for 1 unit of Laptop to MAC.
C. Queries from XITRIX COMPUTER CORPORATION
QUESTION/s

PAGASA-BAC ANSWERS

LAPTOP
May we suggest to put on a range like 3.0GHz up to 2.30GHz – 4.0GHz
4.0GHz? The specs indicated in your TOR does not
state the minimum clock speed.
And also for the weight of the laptop if we could just No. The TOR says that the maximum weight is 1.7 kgs.
relax it to “Manufacturer’s Standard” since you are
requiring to have a video card on the laptop, the weight
of the video card will add on to the weight of your laptop
requirements and it will exceed the maximum weight of
1.7 kgs.
This shall form an integral part of the Bid Documents.
For information and guidance of all participating bidders.

SGD.
ENGR. CATALINO L. DAVIS
Chairperson, PAGASA-BAC

